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Abstract
We consider an industry with firms that produce a final good emit-
ting pollution to diﬀerent degree as a side eﬀect. Pollution is regulated
by a tradable quota system where some quotas may have been allo-
cated at the outset, i.e. before the quota market is opened. We study
how volatility in quota price aﬀects firm behaviour, taking into ac-
count the impact of quota price on final-good price. The impact on
the individual firm diﬀers depending on how polluting it is - whether
it is ‘clean’ or ‘dirty’- and whether it has been allocated quotas at the
outset. In the absence of long-term or forward contracting, the op-
timal initial quota allocation turns out to resemble a grandfathering
regime: clean firms are allocated no quotas - dirty firms are allocated
quotas for a part of their emissions.With forward contracts and in the
absence of wealth eﬀects initial quota allocation has no eﬀect on firm
behaviour.
Keywords: regulation, eﬄuent taxes, tradable quotas, uncertainty,
risk aversion, environmental management
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“If one wants a price, that would seem strongly to suggest
that a tax is going to work better than cap and trade, at least on
the evidence that we have seen in the European system, where the
prices that are set are extremely volatile.” Martin Wolf, Financial
Times Climate Change supplement, December 2, 2008.
1 Introduction
Market-based environmental regulation often exposes market participants to
risk. In order to fully understand the implications of such risk it is important
to take account of eﬀects in other, related markets; for example, volatility of
emission permit prices may translate into volatility of product prices. The
purpose of this paper is to study how risk induced by environmental regula-
tion aﬀects behaviour when interaction between emissions prices and product
prices is taken into consideration.
That environmental regulation may expose market participants to risk has
been amply demonstrated by price developments in the European Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS).1 Prices of ETS allowances for CO2 emissions have
fluctuated in a wide range - from virtually nil to over 30 Euro per tonne CO2
- and with abrupt changes - in the spring of 2006 prices fell from above 30 to
below 10 Euros in less than two weeks.2 Price volatility of such a magnitude,
for an input that for many firms constitutes a significant part of total costs,
is likely to influence behaviour.
In Baldursson and von der Fehr (2004a), we studied how quota-price un-
certainty aﬀects the choice between alternative methods of controlling emis-
sions. We found that firms, in order to reduce exposure to risk, behave
diﬀerently from what they would have done had risk not been a concern.
We demonstrated that aversion to risk has implications for how to design a
permit market that promotes eﬃciency - including how to allocate quotas
and whether to introduce opportunities for forward trading - as well as for
the choice between a regulatory set up based on quotas and one based on
price (i.e. an emissions tax).
That analysis was essentially limited to how quota-price volatility aﬀects
firms’ costs. However, it is clear that volatility in quota prices may be trans-
mitted to product markets and hence that, in order to analyse the overall
implications of price volatility in quota markets, product markets may have
1Prices and other information on EUA quarterly futures contracts are reported by the
European Climate Exchange (www.europeanclimateexchange.com).
2The fall in prices occured as it became clear that authorities had allocated more quotas
than expected by market participants.
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to be included also. For example, Green (2008) points out that volatile fuel
prices aﬀect both the cost and price of electricity in a liberalised market,
that generators with the price-setting technology will face less risk to their
profit margins than those with costs that are not correlated with price, even
if those costs are not volatile, and that emissions permit prices may respond
to relative fuel prices, further increasing volatility.3 He simulates the impact
of this on generators’ profits, comparing an emissions trading scheme and a
carbon tax against predictions for the UK in 2020.
In this paper, we extend the analysis in Baldursson and von der Fehr
(2004a) to incorporate the interaction between product and quota markets.
Unlike Green (2008), who aims to capture the institutional and technological
characteristics of a particular market, we base our analysis on a general
set up. This allows us to study in more detail the mechanisms at work,
as well as how market outcomes depend on institutional and technological
characteristics and regulatory policy.
Our paper contributes to two strands of economic literature: that on
market-based environmental regulation under uncertainty and that on deci-
sions of risk-averse firms. Our starting point is the observation by Weitzman
(1974) and others that controlling the quantity of emissions by quotas makes
the marginal cost of emissions reductions uncertain. This implies that mar-
ginal benefits and costs are not equalised. Unlike Weitzman and much of
the subsequent literature, we analyse how the exposure to such uncertainty
impacts on the behavior of market participants.4 We demonstrate that tak-
ing account of behavioural eﬀects has implications also for the comparison of
alternative market-based instruments - viz. taxes and quotas - an essential
topic in this literature.5
3Newbery (2008) demonstrates how the ETS, through the interaction between fuel,
quota and product markets, enhances the market power of gas suppliers, thereby amplify-
ing the impact of gas price increases on the electricity price; he argues that a tax on CO2
emissions would not have such an eﬀect and so would be preferable. We abstract from
market power.
4Risk or uncertainty may also impact on behaviour when decisions are irreversible even
when agents do not care about risk as such, an aspect that is ignored in our essentially
static set up. This topic was treated by Chao andWilson (1993), Dixit and Pindyck (1994),
Baldursson and von der Fehr (2004b) and Zhao (2003); see also Xepapadeas (1999)
5Weitzman (1974) studied the costs and benefits of taxes and quotas in a static set up
in which some amount of a particular good can be produced at a given cost, yielding well-
defined benefits and showed that a quantity control performs better than a price control
if and only if the marginal benefit curve is steeper than the marginal cost curve. Part
of Weitzman’s insight went back to Lerner (1971) and Upton (1971) and was formalised
independently by a number of other authors, including Adar and Griﬃn (1976), Fishelson
(1976) and Roberts and Spence (1976). This literature was surveyed by Yohe (1977,
1978). An exposition is given in Baumol and Oates (1988), while more recent contributions
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The study of risk-averse firms goes back to Magnusson (1969), Baron
(1970) and Sandmo (1971), who mainly concentrated their attention on risk
transmitted through the output price or demand for the product.6 An ex-
ception in this literature is Pindyck (1982), who considers how uncertainty
about demand and costs aﬀects investment of a single risk-averse firm; in
his model, fluctuations in both input and output markets are exogenously
given. Of particular relevance for our analysis is Viaene and Zilcha (1998),
who examine the behaviour of a competitive risk-averse export firm subject
to (possibly diversifiable) exchange rate and commodity price uncertainty, as
well as to (non-diversifiable) background uncertainty arising from cost and
production; however, they do not consider market equilibrium, nor do they
model the interaction between input and output markets.
As in the earlier literature on risk-averse firms, and as argued in more de-
tail by Varian (1990), we consider the assumption of risk aversion merely as a
convenient reduced-form description of firms’ behaviour under uncertainty.7
It is commonly observed that even firms owned by well-diversified stockhold-
ers take costly actions to reduce risk, including taking out insurance, dealing
in forward contracts, diversifying operations across industries and so on. One
reason may be that they are run by managers who are themselves inherently
risk averse and whose compensation schemes may result in their utility being
a concave function of profits.8 We extend the literature on risk-averse firms
by considering risk originating from the input rather than the output side
and by allowing for the twin exposure of input and output risk, where risk
on the output side arises endogenously through the interaction of input and
output markets.
We start our analysis by considering a competitive industry in which
risk-averse firms produce a certain good; production has the side eﬀect of
include Stavins (1996) and Montero (2002). Meyer (1984) demonstrates that the relative
performance of price and quantity controls depends on whether agents care about risk;
however, she does not explicitly consider how exposure to risk may aﬀect their decisions.
6Batra and Ullah (1974) consider input demand of a competitive firm under price
uncertainty, but limit attention to the case of uncertain product price. Nickell (1977),
in a study of the government’s role in the creation of uncertainty by manipulating the
environment in which private firms operate, assumes uncertainty is transmitted through
demand for firms’ products. Hartman (1972) examines the eﬀect of uncertainty on output
price, wage rate and investment costs on investment of a competitive firm with adjustment
costs, but assumes the firm does not care about risk; see also Abel (1983) and Norstrøm
(1974).
7See Baldursson and von der Fehr (2004a) for a further discussion of the assumptions
underlying our analysis.
8For a textbook treatment, see for instance Ogden et al. (2002, pp. 86-88); for a critical
appraisal of the (uncritical) application of the assumption of risk aversion, see Goldberg
(1990).
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producing a pollutant. We assume a system of tradable quotas is in place,
where firms may have been allocated some quotas at the outset and addi-
tional quotas may be purchased in the quota market at the prevailing quota
price.9 Before the (stochastic) price of quotas is revealed, firms decide on
their production capacity; after observing the quota price, firms decide on
output.
We first show that the product price is positively related to the quota
price. Volatility of quota prices is therefore translated into volatility of the
product price. Hence, firms are subject to both a revenue and a cost eﬀect
of a change in quota price. For firms that are ‘dirty at the margin’, i.e. a
marginal increase in production leads to a large increase in emissions, the cost
eﬀect of a change in quota price dominates the revenue eﬀect of a change in
product price and so such firms respond to a rise in quota price by reducing
output; conversely, a firm that is ‘clean at the margin’ will increase its output
as the quota price rises. In the aggregate, however, the cost eﬀect dominates
and output falls with an increase in quota price.
For capacity decisions, the interplay of the output eﬀect described above
and the relationship between profits and prices is decisive. Intuitively, an
addition to capacity will increase the variance in profits when profits and
the change in profits resulting from the investment are positively correlated.
For example, at a dirty firm which has been allocated no quota both profits
and marginal profits fall when quota prices rise; hence, the firm reduces its
exposure to risk by underinvesting relative to a risk-neutral benchmark. At
a clean firm, due to the positive relation between product and quota prices,
profits increase both on average and at the margin when prices go up; hence,
also such a firm underinvests in order to reduce risk.
For dirty firms which are buyers on the quota market a larger initial allo-
cation of quotas reduces their exposure to risk by reducing their net reliance
on the quota market. For clean firms which are sellers on the quota market,
however, a larger allocation of quotas increases their exposure to risk. It
follows that in order to minimise exposure to risk and induce eﬃcient invest-
ment behavior the initial allocation of quotas should follow a grandfathering
type of rule, reflecting firms’ emission characteristics.
When firms have access to forward trading in quotas, they choose con-
tract positions so that they face the same subjective valuation of risk; forward
trade therefore neutralises the impact of emissions characteristics and quota
allocation on the relation between prices and profits. Whether a firm un-
9For the formal analysis, it does not matter exactly how quotas have been allocated
initially. For some of the policy discussion, it is however implicit that the quota allocation
is discretionary (although not necessarily gratis), conditional on firms’ technology.
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derinvests or overinvests in production capacity is then solely determined by
how its output is related to quota price. In the absence of wealth eﬀects,
initial quota allocation has no real eﬀects.
The possibility of reducing emissions by cleaning, as in Baldursson and
von der Fehr (2004a), does not change the fundamental nature of the above
results, with the caveat that concepts ‘clean’ and ‘dirty’ must take cleaning
into account. Investment in cleaning facilities is determined by how profits
vary with the quota price. This is a similar result as obtained in Baldursson
and von der Fehr (2004a), with the diﬀerence that here there is an additional
eﬀect caused by the induced change in output price. The implication is that
firms underinvest in cleaning facilities with full quota. However, dirty firms
with no quotas overinvest in cleaning facilities.
We also compare outcomes under a quota regime to those under a tax
regime. It turns out that the comparison depends on the origin of uncertainty.
If uncertainty regarding the quota price is driven by market conditions, then
a regime with a fixed tax will remove risk concerning costs of emissions. If
the underlying uncertainty is due to unpredictable policy changes caused by
new information or changes in political attitudes or regimes, then the tax
rate will be uncertain also and so outcomes may be similar.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In the next two sec-
tions, we first introduce the basic model and then analyse the equilibrium of
this model. In the three subsequent sections, we extend the basic model in
various directions, by allowing for forward trading, by introducing the possi-
bility of abatement and by endogenising the quota price. In the penultimate
section, we analyse the case in which emissions are regulated by a tax rather
than by quota and compare the two regulatory regimes. The final section
contains our conclusions.
2 Modelling framework
We consider an industry with a continuum of firms which are infinitesimally
small and price takers in all markets. Firms are indexed by m and while the
size of an individual firm is the diﬀerential dm the aggregate ‘mass’ of firms
in the industry is M = 1. We usually omit the parameter m when there is
no risk of confusion.
Firm m produces xm units of a final homogenous good and aggregate
production is given by
X =
Z 1
0
xmdm. (1)
Costs at firm m are given by a smooth function c (xm, ym;m), where ym
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is a choice variable of the firm. We will interpret this variable as production
capacity, but other interpretations are possible, e.g. type of technology or
research and development. We assume that c is convex, increasing in x and
that an increase in capacity reduces marginal cost of output, cxy < 0.
The final-goods price p is given by the inverse demand function
p = p (X) . (2)
Inverse demand is smooth and strictly decreasing in aggregate output X,
p0 < 0.
Firmm emits ρ (xm;m) units of the pollutant. Emissions are non-decreasing
in output, ρ0 ≥ 0 for allm, and strictly increasing for a positive mass of firms.
Aggregate production of the pollutant from firms in the industry is given by
R =
Z 1
0
ρ (xm;m) dm. (3)
We assume a tradable quota regime for controlling pollution is in place.
Firm m is allocated a quota qm which it uses to cover its emissions. Excess
emissions ρ − q must be purchased in the quota market at the prevailing
quota price r; if the firm emits less than its allocated quota it sells its excess
quota in the market. Since, in this paper, we are mainly concerned with how
the quota price aﬀects the final-goods price, we initially assume that r is
exogenously given and ex ante stochastic. A possible interpretation is that
the quota market encompasses more industries than the one we study, and
that this industry is suﬃciently small that it does not aﬀect equilibrium in
the quota market. We treat the case of endogenous quota price in a later
section.
The profit of firm m is given by
πm = pxm − c (xm, ym;m)− r [ρ (xm;m)− qm] .
Firm m maximises expected utility of profits EUm (πm), where Um is an
increasing, smooth and concave utility function.
Events occur as follows:
1. The government allocates emission quotas.
2. Firms choose levels of capacity ym, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1.
3. The quota price r ≥ 0 is realised.
4. Firms choose amounts of output xm, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1.
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This setup captures the real market feature that firms make commitments
before all uncertainty is resolved; specifically, firms must make capacity de-
cisions before all prices are determined. In reality firms make a series of
commitments, from building capacity to adjusting output to actual market
conditions. Our model may be viewed as an abstraction where we divide
time in two — before and after commitment is made.
Our setup thus represents an extension of the literature on decisions of
risk-averse firms referred to above, where all decisions are made before un-
certainty is resolved. In our model, firms are allowed some adjustment to
prevailing market conditions. This feature facilitates an endogenous final-
goods price, where the market is equilibrated by firms setting output in
response to realised prices.
Example: In what follows we sometimes use a parametrisation where
emissions are proportional to output, the cost function is quadratic and the
inverse-demand function is linear:
ρ (x) = αx, α > 0 (4)
c (x, y) =
β
2
[x− y]2 + γy, β, γ > 0 (5)
p (X) = 1−X, (6)
where units have been chosen (without loss of generality) so as to make the
intercept and the slope coeﬃcients in the inverse-demand function equal to
1. Cost consists of two elements: ‘production cost’ β
2
[x− y]2 and ‘capacity
cost’ γy. Note that, for given capacity y, production cost is U-shaped, with
a minimum at x = y (‘full capacity’). When output exceeds capacity, i.e.
x > y (which will be the case at equilibrium), a marginal increase in capacity
increases capacity cost by γ but reduces production cost by β [x− y].
3 Market equilibrium
In this section we study the (subgame perfect) equilibrium of the model set
out in the previous section. We solve the model by backwards induction,
starting at Stage 4 where firms choose output levels and final-goods market
equilibrium is determined. We then consider Stage 2 decisions where capacity
levels are chosen, taking account of the behaviour of market participants and
the equilibrium at Stage 4.
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3.1 Final-goods market equilibrium
Since at Stage 4 the quota price r is known, firms choose output levels to
maximise profits. The first-order condition for each firm is given by
cx + rρ0 = p. (7)
In other words, firms choose output levels such that total marginal costs,
including the cost of emissions, are set equal to output price. We assume
that the second-order condition for profit maximisation,
∆x = cxx + rρ00 > 0, (8)
is satisfied. Note that cxx > 0 and r ≥ 0, so the condition always holds for
convex ρ. It immediately follows that output at each firm is increasing in the
final-goods price.
Equilibrium in the final-goods market is determined by the first-order
condition (7) for each firm, the aggregate output relation (1) and the inverse
demand relation (2).
Note that the output profile {xm; 0 ≤ m ≤ 1}, and hence aggregate out-
put, is dependent on the quota price r; therefore, so is the output price. More
specifically, the impact of a marginal change in quota price on output at any
given firm is
dx
dr
=
1
∆x
∙
dp
dr
− ρ0
¸
, (9)
where dpdr is the eﬀect of the change in quota price on equilibrium output
price.
We first establish the relationship between quota price and equilibrium
final-goods aggregate output and price.
Lemma 1 At equilibrium the supply of the final good is decreasing, and its
price increasing, in the price of quotas
dX
dr
< 0 (10)
dp
dr
> 0. (11)
Proof: Suppose dXdr ≥ 0, or equivalently, since
dp
dr = p
0 dX
dr and p
0 < 0, that
dp
dr ≤ 0. Then, from (8), the right-hand side of (9) is non-positive for all
firms and strictly negative for the positive mass of firms for which ρ0 > 0. It
follows that, given an increase in quota price, aggregate output will fall, and,
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since inverse demand is strictly decreasing in output, the final-goods price
will increase, i.e. dpdr > 0, a contradiction. QED
The endogeneity of the final-goods price aﬀects the relation between the
quota price and the volume of output. If the final-goods price were exogenous
— i.e. not influenced by changes in the quota price — then, subsequent to a rise
in quota price, total marginal cost would rise and production would fall at all
polluting firms. When the final-goods price is endogenous, however, there is
an additional eﬀect: the final-goods price rises with the quota price providing
an incentive to increase supply. The emissions eﬀect and the product-market
eﬀect go in opposite directions and, for any individual firm, the overall result
depends on their relative strengths. The lemma states that in the aggregate
it is the former eﬀect that dominates.
Specifically, since the denominator of the right-hand side of (9) is positive,
the direction of the response of output at a given firm to a change in the quota
price, viz. the sign of dxdr , is determined by the diﬀerence of two positive
numbers, dpdr − ρ0; in particular, if ρ0 ≤
dp
dr then
dx
dr ≥ 0 and vice versa.
We shall refer to a firm with a technology such that ρ0 > dpdr for all r as
being ‘dirty at the margin’; such a firm is characterised by a rapid increase
of emissions with output. Conversely, we shall refer to a firm where ρ0 < dpdr
for all r as being ‘clean at the margin’; at such a firm emissions rise slowly
with output. By (9) and (11) we have the following result.
Proposition 2 A firm which is dirty at the margin reduces its output sub-
sequent to a rise in quota price. Conversely, a firm which is clean at the
margin will increase its output as quota price rises.
For a dirty firm where output falls as a consequence of a rise in the price
of quotas, this eﬀect is attenuated by the increase in final-goods price. For
a clean firm, the product-market eﬀect (11) dominates the emissions eﬀect
and output increases subsequent to a rise in quota price. Indeed, due to
the product-market eﬀect, a non-polluting firm will be aﬀected by quota
regulation and induced to increase output following an increase in quota
price.
Example (continued): For the functional form specification in (4)-(6), we
have
dx
dr
=
1
β
∙
dp
dr
− α
¸
.
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Furthermore,
dp
dr
= −
Z
m
dx
dr
dm
= −
∙
B
dp
dr
−A
¸
,
where A =
R
m
αm
βm
dm and B =
R
m
1
βm
dm, implying that
dp
dr
= D ≡ A
1 +B
> 0, (12)
and so
dx
dr
= ξ ≡ D − α
β
. (13)
In other words, we may write
x = ξr + φ
p = Dr +G
where ξ and φ are firm-specific (i.e., dependent on m). Note that the final-
goods price is a linear transformation of quota price. Hence, the final product
and quotas are perfect substitutes from a risk point of view.
In accordance with the general discussion above we have the intuitively
reasonable result that for α < D (relatively clean firms) output is increasing
in quota price, i.e. dxdr > 0, whereas for α ≥ D (relatively dirty firms) the
reverse holds. Note that here the characterisation of firm types is given by a
comparison of exogenous parameters.
3.2 Capacity decisions
At Stage 2, the quota price is yet to be realised so firms maximise expected
utility over capacity levels y:
max
y
EU (π)
where
π = px− c (x, y)− r [ρ (x)− q] .
The first-order condition for each firm is given by
E [U 0cy] = 0, (14)
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where we have used the relation dπdy = −cy. We assume that the second-order
condition for expected-utility maximum,
E
∙
−U 00c2y + U 0
cxxcyy − c2xy + rcyyρ00
cxx + rρ00
¸
> 0, (15)
is satisfied. Note that by convexity of c, cxx > 0, cyy > 0 and cxxcyy−c2xy > 0.
Since r ≥ 0, the condition always holds for convex ρ.
A risk-neutral firm will choose y = yn such that Ecy = 0. In eﬀect, the
risk-neutral firm chooses a capacity so as to minimise expected total cost. In
the example, at y = yn, Ecy = E [β [x− y]] − γ = 0; that is, the cost of a
marginal capacity addition is balanced by a reduction in expected production
costs.
From the convexity of the cost function, it follows that if Ecy < 0 capacity
is smaller than the risk-neutral benchmark, i.e. y < yn, and vice versa. The
first-order condition (14) may be rewritten
Ecy = −
Cov (U 0, cy)
EU 0
. (16)
Since U 0 > 0, Ecy > 0 if and only if Cov (U 0, cy) < 0. We therefore have the
following lemma:
Lemma 3 A risk-averse firm chooses a smaller capacity than a risk-neutral
one if Cov (U 0, cy) > 0 and vice versa.
To provide some intuition for this result, consider how capacity aﬀects
variation in profits:
dV ar (π)
dy
= Cov
µ
π,
dπ
dy
¶
= −2Cov (π, cy) .
Put in diﬀerential terms, a marginal increase in capacity from y0 to y0 + dy
will change profits from π0 to π0+dπ = π0− cydy; the additional diﬀerential
term will reduce overall variance in profits when π0 and dπ are negatively
correlated, i.e. when π0 and cy are positively correlated. Given that the
sign of Cov (U 0, cy) is opposite to that of Cov (π, cy) (which is certainly the
case with quadratic utility), Ecy < 0 if and only if
dV ar(π)
dy > 0; that is,
firms invest below the risk-neutral benchmark if and only if the investment
increases variation in profits.
We have the following lemma:
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Lemma 4 A risk-averse firm invests less than the risk-neutral benchmark if
for all r the signs of dπdr , given by
dπ
dr
= x
dp
dr
− [ρ− q] , (17)
and dxdr , given by (9), are positive. The same is true if
dπ
dr and
dx
dr are both
everywhere negative. Conversely, if, for all r, the sign of dπdr is positive and
that of dxdr is negative (or vice versa), the firm invests in excess of the risk-
neutral benchmark.
Proof: The stochastic variation in both U 0 and cy is driven by the quota
price r. Specifically,
dU 0
dr
= U 00
dπ
dr
, (18)
dcy
dr
= cxy
dx
dr
. (19)
Since U 00 < 0, U 0 will be increasing if dπdr < 0 for all r and decreasing if
dπ
dr > 0 for all r. Similarly, since cxy < 0, cy is increasing if
dx
dr < 0 for all r
and decreasing if dxdr > 0 for all r. It follows that if
dπ
dr and
dx
dr have the same
sign for a given r so do dU
0
dr and
dcy
dr , and vice versa. Therefore, if the signs
of dπdr and
dx
dr are always positive (or always negative) Cov (U
0, cy) is positive.
Analogously, if dπdr is always positive and
dx
dr always negative (or vice versa),
Cov (U 0, cy) is negative. QED
We now consider the factors determining the signs of dπdr and
dx
dr and hence
the incentives to invest in production capacity. Above we saw that the sign
of dxdr is determined by the diﬀerence of the product-market eﬀect
dp
dr and
the emissions eﬀect ρ0. In particular, firms that are dirty at the margin will
reduce their output, whereas firms that are clean at the margin will increase
their output, when the price of quotas rises.
Concerning the sign of dπdr we note that, at optimum, an increase in quota
price aﬀects a firm’s profits through two channels: sales of the final good and
trade of quotas. Final-goods revenues increase due to a rise in final good
price (dpdrx > 0). A buyer of quotas (ρ− q > 0) will lose from a higher quota
price, while a seller (ρ− q < 0) will gain. The net eﬀect depends on whether
the revenue or the quota eﬀect dominates. Similarly, the net eﬀect on output
of an increase in quota price depends on whether the increase in final-goods
price exceeds or falls below the increase in costs of covering the marginal
increase in emissions.
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Suppose no quotas have been allocated initially, i.e. q ≡ 0. This implies
that
dπ
dr
= x
∙
dp
dr
− ρ
x
¸
,
dx
dr
=
1
∆x
∙
dp
dr
− ρ0
¸
.
The sign of dπdr is determined by the diﬀerence between the marginal eﬀect
of quota price on output price and average pollution; in particular, profits
increase if the rise in final-goods price exceeds the rise in quota cost per unit of
output. The sign of dxdr is determined by the diﬀerence between the marginal
eﬀect of quota price on output price and marginal pollution; in particular,
output increases if the rise in final-goods price exceeds the marginal rise in
quota cost.
Consider a firm which has dirty technology, both on average and at the
margin (i.e. ρx >
dp
dr and ρ
0 > dpdr for all possible values of r). Then both profits
and production of the final good are negatively related to the permit price,
i.e. dπdr < 0 and
dx
dr < 0. Such a firm will therefore invest in less capacity than
if it were risk-neutral. Note that the product-market eﬀect taken in isolation
tends to reduce the impact of risk and makes behaviour more like that of a
risk-neutral firm. The reason for this is that the absolute value of both dπdr
and dxdr is less than if we had
dp
dr = 0, and hence the covariance is smaller.
Consider next a firm with relatively clean technology (i.e. ρx <
dp
dr and
ρ0 < dpdr for all possible values of r). Then both profits and production of
the final good are positively related to the permit price, i.e. dπdr > 0 and
dx
dr > 0. Such a firm will also invest in less capacity than if it were risk-
neutral. For a perfectly clean firm (i.e. ρx ≡ ρ0 ≡ 0) this is entirely due to the
product-market eﬀect; if the final-goods price was not aﬀected by the quota
price the firm would not be subjected to any risk and would therefore choose
the risk-neutral benchmark. Thus, while for dirty firms the product-market
eﬀect ameliorates the exposure to risk arising from variations in quota price,
clean firms face risk only due to the interaction of product and quota market
prices.
Between these two extremes we can imagine intermediate cases. For ex-
ample, there may be technologies that are clean on average, but dirty at the
margin (i.e. ρx <
dp
dr < ρ
0). Conversely, there may exist technologies that are
clean at the margin, but dirty on average (i.e. ρ0 < dpdr <
ρ
x). In both cases
dπ
dr
and dxdr have opposite signs, so Cov (U
0, cy) < 0 resulting in investment over
the cost-minimising (risk-neutral) level. Note, however, that as for any dirty
technology, in absence of the product-market eﬀect these intermediate firms
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would invest less than the risk-neutral benchmark.
We highlight the main conclusions of the above discussion in the following
proposition:
Proposition 5 For a risk-averse firm that has been allocated no quotas (i.e.
q = 0), the following table characterises investment relative to the risk-neutral
benchmark:
Clean at margin
(ρ0 < dpdr , all r)
Dirty at margin
(ρ0 > dpdr , all r)
Clean on average
(ρx <
dp
dr , all r)
y < yn y > yn
Dirty on average
(ρx >
dp
dr , all r)
y > yn y < yn
For perfectly clean firms (i.e. ρ ≡ 0), underinvestment is entirely due to
the impact of quota prices on final-goods prices; for dirty firms, this product-
market eﬀect tends to ameliorate underinvestment.
Example (continued): By (4) average and marginal emissions are constant
at each firm, i.e. ρx = ρ
0 = α. Therefore, by (17) and (9), the signs of dπdr and
dx
dr are determined by the sign of
dp
dr − α = D− α when q = 0. By Lemma 4,
all firms invest below the risk-neutral benchmark in this case.
Returning to the general case, we move on to discuss the impact of initial
quota allocation. By (9), allocation of quotas does not influence the relation
between final-goods supply of an individual firm and price of quotas, i.e. dxdr .
However, by (17) allocation of quotas aﬀects the relation between profits and
quota price; specifically, dπdr is driven up by a rise in q.
It follows that for a firm which is clean on average quota allocation in-
creases risk exposure. This is due to a portfolio eﬀect; quota allocation
corresponds to the addition of a risky asset positively correlated to the orig-
inal portfolio (capacity). The firm responds by balancing its portfolio in the
only way it can, viz. by changing its capacity. A firm that is clean both on
average and at the margin always underinvests, while a firm that is clean on
average but dirty at the margin, always overinvests.
For a firm that is dirty on average quota allocation up to a certain level
reduces risk exposure. A large enough quota allocation, however, leads to a
positive relation between profits and quota price. A firm that is dirty both on
average and at the margin therefore invests above the risk-neutral benchmark
with a suﬃciently large quota; conversely, a firm that is dirty on average
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but clean at the margin underinvests with a large quota. By continuity,
there exists an intermediate quota allocation such that investment minimises
expected costs. This level of quota is lower than total emissions, since, by
(17),dπdr > 0 if q ≥ ρ.
The following proposition summarises the policy implications of the above
eﬀects of quota allocation.
Proposition 6 In order to minimise exposure to risk, firms that are clean
on average (i.e. ρx <
dp
dr for all possible values of r) should not be allocated
any quotas; firms that are dirty on average (i.e. ρx >
dp
dr for all possible values
of r) should be allocated some quotas, but not suﬃcient to cover all of their
emissions.
The proposition may be interpreted as a grandfathering rule, viz. that
allocation should be related to emissions. Specifically, if the goal is to min-
imise risk exposure, or induce eﬃcient investment behaviour, low-emission
firms should not be allocated any quotas while high-emission firms should be
allocated at least some quotas, although not fully corresponding to their emis-
sions in the absence of regulation. For the latter group there exists a quota
allocation that leads firms to invest optimally in the sense that E [cy] = 0 or
Cov (U 0, cy) = 0.
Intuitively, from the above discussion we would expect a monotone rela-
tionship between capacity and quota allocation. From the first-order condi-
tion (14), we find
dy
dq
= −
∂E[U 0cy]
∂q
∂E[U 0cy]
∂y
=
E [rU 00cy]
∂E[−U 0cy]
∂y
where we have used the Envelope Theorem and the fact that, from (7),
dx
dq = 0 for given y. From the second-order condition for y, it follows that
the denominator is negative. As for the numerator, we have rU 00 < 0. How-
ever, since cy can be both positive and negative, the sign of the numerator
depends on the higher-order characteristics of the utility and cost functions
and the distribution of r. We can therefore not conclude in general that the
relationship between capacity and quota allocation is monotone.
In the case of a quadratic utility function, where U 00 is constant, we have
E [rU 00cy] = U 00E [rcy]
= U 00 [Cov (r, cy) +ErEcy] .
Since U 00 < 0, the sign of dydq is the same as that of Cov (r, cy) + ErEcy.
Because cxy < 0, Cov (r, cy) is negative if dxdr > 0 which is the case for firms
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that are clean at the margin; conversely, Cov (r, cy) is positive for firms that
are dirty at the margin. Moreover, while Er is always positive Ecy is negative
for firms that underinvest and positive for those that overinvest. It follows
that if, for example, a firm is clean both at the margin and on average, it
underinvests, and so both Cov (r, cy) < 0 and Ecy < 0; hence dydq < 0 so
investment is further reduced by a larger quota allocation.
Summing up, we have:
Proposition 7 The following table characterises how investment of a risk-
averse firm relates to its initial quota allocation, q:
Clean at margin
(ρ0 < dpdr , all r)
Dirty at margin
(ρ0 > dpdr , all r)
Clean on average
(ρx <
dp
dr , all r)
y < yn, all q
risk increasing in q
dy
dq < 0 if U
00const
y > yn, all q
risk increasing in q
dy
dq > 0 if U
00const
Dirty on average
(ρx >
dp
dr , all r)
y ≷ yn for q ≶ eq, some eq
dy
dq < 0 if U
00const, q large
y ≶ yn for q ≶ bq, some bq
dy
dq > 0 if U
00const, q large
Example (continued): With the parametrisation (4)-(6), all firms are ei-
ther clean or dirty depending on whether α < D or α > D. The diagonal
elements in the table of the proposition therefore fully characterise all possi-
ble outcomes.
4 Forward markets
So far, it has been assumed that all trade, both in final-goods and quota
markets, takes place after investment has occured; consequently, the only
way a firm can handle risk is by adjusting its capacity. We now consider the
possibility that firms can hedge by trading forward. Specifically, we assume
that there exist futures markets for both final goods and quotas. Firm m’s
sale of the final-goods on the futures market is denoted xm, while the quantity
it buys forward on the quota market is denoted qm. Futures prices are p and r
for final goods and quotas, respectively. As with the spot price of quotas, we
take the futures price of quotas as exogenously given. The futures price of the
final-good, however, is determined endogenously in the model. Firms make
decisions about investment and trade on the futures markets simultaneously
(i.e. at Stage 2 in the move order).
At Stage 4, a firm maximises its profits, which now are given by
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π = p [x− x] + px− c (x, y)− r [ρ− q − q]− rq,
by choosing final-goods output x. As before, we find that the first-order
condition for this problem is given by (7) while the relationship between
quota price and final-goods output is given by (9).
At Stage 2, a firm chooses capacity y, as well as forward trade of the
final good x and the quota q. Before analysing optimal behaviour, we briefly
consider the marginal eﬀects on the firm’s expected utility of forward con-
tracting:
dEU
dq
= Cov (U 0, r) +EU 0 [Er − r]
dEU
dx
= Cov (U 0, p) +EU 0 [Ep− p]
The first element on the right hand side of these two expressions represents
the marginal eﬀect of forward contracting on risk exposure; it is given by the
covariance between marginal utility and spot price. The second element
represents the marginal eﬀect of arbitrage, or buying forward and reselling
spot; it is given by the expected diﬀerence between spot and forward prices,
weighted by expected marginal utility. At optimum, these two eﬀects will be
balanced.
The first-order conditions for the Stage 2 expected-utility maximisation
problem become
Ecy = −
Cov (U 0, cy)
EU 0
(20)
Er − r = Cov (U
0, r)
EU 0
(21)
Ep− p = Cov (U
0, p)
EU 0
(22)
The first of these conditions corresponds to (16) above. The two last con-
ditions equate the diﬀerence in expected spot and forward prices for quotas
and final good, respectively, to what may be thought of as the market value
of risk associated with these products.
Since, for quotas, both the forward price and (the distribution of) the
spot price are exogenously given, the market value of risk of quotas is in ef-
fect predetermined. It may be both positive or negative, depending upon the
assumption about the expected diﬀerence between spot and forward prices.10
10We may think of the diﬀerence Er − r as being determined in accordance with the
CAPM, i.e. that its sign and size is dependent on the non-diversifiable risk of r and the
market price of risk.
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Moreover, firms behave such that, at optimum, they all have the same sub-
jective valuation of quota-price risk. This implies that Cov(U
0,r)
EU 0 is identical
across all firms; in other words, independently of their emission technology
and allocation of quotas; trade on the forward markets leads all firms to po-
sitions so that the sign of the covariance between quota price and marginal
utility of profits is the same.
We get a similar result concerning the valuation of final-goods price risk;
again, forward trade leads to positions so that the subjective valution of risk
is the same and hence so is the sign of the covariance between final-goods
price and marginal utility of profits.
Intuitively we would expect that Cov (U 0, p) and Cov (U 0, r) have the
same sign, since dpdr > 0. Moreover, we would expect that Cov (U
0, cy) has
the opposite sign to Cov (U 0, r) for clean firms, because for such firms ddrcy =
cxy dxdr < 0; conversely, we would expect the same sign for Cov (U
0, cy) and
Cov (U 0, r) for dirty firms, since for them ddrcy > 0. We have not been
able to prove this in general, but the result goes through for reasonable
parametrisations of cost and abatement technologies.
Example (continued): In this case, p = Dr +G and so
Cov (U 0, p) = DCov (U 0, r) ,
implying that Ep− p = D [Er − r], so r ≷ Er ⇐⇒ p ≷ Ep. Here, forward
contracts in final good and quota are perfect substitutes.
We further find
Cov (U 0, cy) = Cov (U 0,−β [x− y] + γ)
= −βCov (U 0, x)
= −βECov (U 0, r)
= [α−D]Cov (U 0, r) ,
implying that sign (Cov (U 0, cy)) = sign (Cov (U 0, r)) iﬀ α > D. There-
fore, if the risk premium in the quota market is positive, so Er − r > 0
and Cov (U 0, r) > 0, firms with dirty technologies invest above, and firms
with clean technologies invest below, the risk-neutral benchmark; if the risk
premium in the quota market is negative, we have the opposite result.
Note that the result that dirty firms overinvest when clean firms underin-
vest and vice versa, holds independently of quota allocations; in particular,
the result holds when firms have not been allocated any quotas. This is dif-
ferent from the case analysed in the previous section, where firms did not
have the opportunity to trade in forward markets; then, both clean and dirty
firms underinvest if they have not been allocated any quotas. With the op-
portunity to trade on forward markets, firms choose contract positions so
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that they face the same subjective valuation of price risk, implying that the
sign of the covariance between profits and price is the same, irrespective of
technology. In other words, trade on forward markets in eﬀect neutralises
the impact of technology on the relation between price and profits. In this
case, therefore, whether a firm underinvests or overinvests is determined by
how output is related to the quota price, which does depend on technology
but not on quota allocation.
In the example, if prices on the forward and spot quota markets were
‘unbiased’ (Viane and Zilcha, 1998), i.e. Er = r, prices on the forward and
spot market for the final good would be unbiased also. Moreover, we would
have Cov (U 0, cy) = 0, and so Ecy = 0; that is, capacity investment would be
equal to the risk-neutral benchmark. Clearly, these results depend critically
on the specific parametrisation; with more general functional forms, firms’
capacity decisions would be influenced by risk even if market prices were
unbiased. This is diﬀerent from previous literature (e.g. Viane and Zilcha,
1998), where shocks are transmitted through prices and decisions are taken
ex ante; then unbiased prices allow for perfect and costless hedging. In our
set up, where firms may adjust output to prevailing market conditions, firms
will always be exposed to risk at the margin, whatever their positions in the
contract markets.
In the general case, in order to study the impact of quota allocation we
diﬀerentiate the first-order conditions for y, q and x (20)-(22) and get
Φ
⎡
⎢⎣
dq
dx
dy
⎤
⎥⎦ = −Ψdq
where
Φ =
⎡
⎢⎣
E
£
U 00 [r − r]2
¤
E [U 00 [r − r] [p− p]] E [U 00cy [r − r]]
E [U 00 [r − r] [p− p]] E
£
U 00 [p− p]2
¤
E [U 00cy [p− p]]
E [U 00cy [r − r]] E [U 00cy [p− p]] E
£
U 00c2y
¤
⎤
⎥⎦
Ψ =
⎡
⎢⎣
E [U 00r [r − r]]
E [U 00r [p− p]]
E [U 00rcy]
⎤
⎥⎦
It turns out that this system of equations has an explicit solution in the
case of constant absolute risk aversion (CARA preferences), U 00 = −δU 0,
where δ is a constant. Using first-order conditions, the matrix Ψ can then
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be written
Ψ =
⎡
⎢⎣
E
£
U 00 [r − r]2
¤
E [U 00 [r − r] [p− p]]
E [U 00cy [r − r]]
⎤
⎥⎦ .
We therefore have a linear system of the form
⎡
⎢⎣
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
dq
dx
dy
⎤
⎥⎦ = −
⎡
⎢⎣
a11
a21
a31
⎤
⎥⎦ dq
which has the solution
dq
dq
= −1
dx
dq
= 0
dy
dq
= 0
The conclusion is that, in this case, quota allocation has no real eﬀects.
Firms oﬀset changes in quota allocation by trading in the forward quota
market, but neither trade in forward final-goods market nor investment is
aﬀected.
To sum up, we have demonstrated that access to forward markets does not
eliminate the impact of risk on capacity investement. However, the ability to
hedge risk in quota and product markets changes the relationship between
firm type and behaviour. Finally, allocation of quotas does not necessarily
have any eﬀect on behaviour; if it does, it is through wealth eﬀects.
5 Abatement
So far we have have assumed that firms can only reduce emissions by re-
ducing output of the final good. In this section we assume, along the lines
of Baldursson and von der Fehr (2004a), that firms have access to two dif-
ferent technologies to reduce emissions for any given level of output, which
we shall refer to as investment and abatement. These should be regarded
as idealisations; the former of capital intensive, sunk-cost cleaning technolo-
gies with low variable costs, but long lead-times of investment; the latter of
technologies which can be implemented comparatively quickly with low in-
vestment costs, but high variable costs. An example of the former technology
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is investment in scrubbers to reduce SO2 emissions in electricity generation
from coal; an example of the latter is the use of ‘cleaner’ raw materials, e.g.
low-sulphur coal for electricity generation. We investigate how allowing for
cleaning aﬀects results above. In addition, we extend the analysis of Bal-
dursson and von der Fehr (2004a) - where firms’ production of the pollutant
and behaviour on the final-goods market were both taken as exogenous - by
studying the eﬀects of allowing for endogenous output price and pollution
production on incentives to clean.
Denote investment by firm m, m ∈ [0, 1], by km and abatement by am.
Then aggregate investment and abatement, respectively, equal
K =
Z 1
0
kmdm,
A =
Z 1
0
amdm.
Firm m’s emissions become ρ (xm;m)−am−km while firm m’s net trade
in the quota market is ρ (xm;m)− am − km − qm.
Costs at firmm are now given by a smooth function c (xm, am, ym, km;m).
We assume that that c is increasing and convex. Furthermore, we retain the
assumption that cxy < 0. We also assume that pollution cannot be completely
cleaned, i.e. ρ− a− k > 0.
We assume that, in the order of events, investment (k) is chosen together
with capacity (y) at Stage 2, while abatement (a) is chosen with output (x)
at Stage 4.
At Stage 4, a firm maximises its profits, which now are given by
π = px− c (x, a, y, k)− r [ρ (x)− a− k − q]
by choosing final-goods output x and abatement a. The first-order conditions
for this problem are given by
cx + rρ0 = p (23)
ca = r (24)
where (23) corresponds to (7). We assume that the second-order conditions
∆x = cxx + rρ00 > 0
caa > 0
∆ax = caacxx − [cax]2 + rρ00caa > 0
are satisfied. Note that by convexity of c, cxx > 0, caa > 0 and cxxcyy− c2xy >
0. Since r ≥ 0, the condition always holds for convex ρ.
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Diﬀerentiating the first-order conditions and solving, we find the following
relationship between the quota price and final-goods output and abatement,
respectively:
dx
dr
=
1
∆ax
½∙
dp
dr
− ρ0
¸
caa − cxa
¾
, (25)
da
dr
=
1
∆ax
½
cxx + rρ00 −
∙
dp
dr
− ρ0
¸
cax
¾
. (26)
Note that the interaction between output and abatement choices is only
via costs; specifically, if cax = 0, (25) reduces to (9) and (26) to dadr =
1
caa
. It
follows that dpdr > 0 and that
dx
dr is positive or negative depending on whether
the firm is clean or dirty on the margin. Furthermore, since caa > 0 we have
da
dr > 0, i.e. abatement goes up at all firms following an increase in quota
price. Below we consider the more general case when cax is non-zero.
We first check whether the final-goods price is increasing in quota price,
i.e. whether dpdr > 0. Note that the proof of Lemma 1 was based on the
argument that, if the final-goods price were decreasing in quota price, the
market would not equilibrate because demand would go up but supply would
go down following a rise in quota price, as some firms would reduce output
and none would increase it. The argument goes through if marginal produc-
tion costs do not fall too rapidly with abatement; in particular, −cax ≤ ρ0caa
is a suﬃcient condition to ensure dpdr > 0.
Given that final-goods price is increasing in quota price, we again find
that how output of any given firm reacts to quota price depends on how
dirty or clean its technology is at the margin. However, the possibility of
abatement introduces an additional eﬀect. If higher output means higher
marginal abatement costs (or, which is the same, higher abatement means
higher marginal production costs), i.e. cxa > 0, this eﬀect tends to reduce
output when quota price goes up; conversely, if higher output lowers marginal
abatement costs, this eﬀect tends to increase output.
The impact of quota price on individual firms’ abatement also depends
on how clean or dirty the firm is at the margin, as well as on the relationship
between abatement and marginal production costs. If cax is positive, a firm
which is dirty at the margin (i.e. ρ0 > dpdr ) will increase abatement following
a rise in quota price; conversely, if cax < 0, a firm that is clean at the margin
will do the same. Abatement can only fall following an increase in quota
price if either the firm is dirty at the margin and cax is negative and large
in absolute value or if the firm is clean at the margin and cax is positive and
large.
We note that, compared to when firms’ behaviour on the final-goods
market is taken as exogenous (as in Baldursson and von der Fehr, 2004a), in
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which case abatement would surely go up following a rise in quota price, here
the relationship between quota price and abatement is more complicated;
whether or not final-goods market behaviour weakens or strenghtens the
impact of quota price on abatement is however not clear but depends on the
finer details of the model.
At Stage 2, a firm chooses capacity y and investment k so as to maximise
expected utility. The first-order conditions for this problem become
Ecy = −
Cov (U 0, cy)
EU 0
(27)
Eck = Er +
Cov (U 0, r − ck)
EU 0
(28)
where (27) corresponds to (14). We again assume that the second-order
conditions are satisfied.
A risk-neutral firm would choose y and k so that Ecy = 0 and Eck = Er,
respectively; in particular, such a firm would invest in cleaning facilities up to
the point where expected marginal costs equal expected quota price. A risk-
averse firm would choose investment so thatEck < Er if Cov (U 0, r − ck) < 0,
and vice versa.
We find
dcy
dr
= cyx
dx
dr
+ cya
da
dr
= −
∙
dp
dr
− ρ0
¸
dx
dy
− da
dy
d [r − ck]
dr
= 1− ckx
dx
dr
− cka
da
dr
= 1−
∙
dp
dr
− ρ0
¸
dx
dk
− da
dk
where we have used the relationships
dx
dk
=
1
∆ax
[cakcxa − cxkcaa] , (29)
da
dk
=
1
∆ax
{caxcxk − cak [cxx + rρ00]} , (30)
and
dx
dy
=
1
∆ax
[caycxa − cxycaa] , (31)
da
dy
=
1
∆ax
{caxcxy − cay [cxx + rρ00]} . (32)
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Again, the characterisation of behaviour is determined by the shape of
the cost function. We limit attention to the case in which costs of production
and cleaning are separable, i.e. that the cost function c is of the form
c (x, a, y, k) = c1 (x, y) + c2 (a, k) .
This implies that all cross-derivatives between production variables and clean-
ing variables are zero:
cxa = cxk = cya = cyk = 0. (33)
From (27), it is clear that, for given k, there is underinvestment in pro-
duction capacity, as compared to the risk-neutral benchmark, if and only if
Cov (U 0, cy) > 0 and a risk-averse firm will underinvest if dxdr and
dπ
dr are either
both positive or both negative for all r. Note that by the envelope theorem
we have
dπ
dr
= x
dp
dr
− [ρ− a− k − q] (34)
which implies that the results in Section 3.2 above are still valid with the
concepts ‘clean on average’ and ‘dirty on average’ defined by the conditions
that dpdr >
ρ−a−k
x and
dp
dr <
ρ−a−k
x , respectively. Instead of the simple charac-
terisation of technology that was possible without abatement we must now
take cleaning into account; whether a firm is clean or not depends on its
cleaning decisions. Clearly, a firm that is clean in the absolute sense that
dp
dr >
ρ
x will also be clean in this more general definition. However, the oppo-
site is not true: a firm which is dirty on average in the absolute sense may
be clean when cleaning is taken into consideration.
As regards investment in cleaning facilities, note that by (33) we have
d[r−ck]
dr = 1 −
cak
caa
> 0 if |cak| < caa. It follows that, for given y, the firm
underinvests in cleaning facilities if dπdr > 0 for all r and vice versa. This is a
similar result as obtained in Baldursson and von der Fehr (2004a) with the
diﬀerence that there the output price is exogenous and hence the variation in
profit depended on the net position in the quota market, ρ− a− k− q, only.
Here there is an additional eﬀect caused by the induced change in output
price. The product market term is always positive so for a net seller in the
quota market, where ρ−a−k−q < 0, the positive relationship between profits
and quota price is strengthened by the product market eﬀect; conversely, for
a net buyer of quotas, where ρ − a − k − q > 0, the product market eﬀect
mitigates and may reverse a negative relationship between profits and quota
price. It follows that with suﬃciently generous quota allocation, so q ≥ ρ,
the firm underinvests in cleaning facilities (cf. Lemma 4 in Baldursson and
von der Fehr, 2004a). A firm with no quotas allocated intially, so q = 0,
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underinvests in cleaning facilities if it is clean on average and overinvests if it
is dirty on average. The implication is the same as that stated in Proposition
6, viz. that a grandfathering rule limits the exposure of firms to risk and hence
incentives to deviate from the risk-neutral benchmark.
6 Quota-Market Equilibrium
The above analysis is based on the assumption that the quota price is ex-
ogenous. This is not an unreasonable assumption when the industry under
consideration constitutes a limited part of the overall market. The quota
price is then determined by conditions in the larger market; uncertainty is
therefore a consequence of changes there. We now consider the case when
the quota price is endogenous.
For simplicity we go to the other extreme and assume that the quota
market is comprised solely of the industry under consideration so the same
firms are active in the product and quota markets. We assume that the
government sets an overall (and binding) target for emissions, 0 < Q < ∞.
In addition to quotas initially allocated, the government trades on the quota
market in order to achieve the target. The quota price is then determined
by the equilibrium conditionZ 1
0
[ρm − am − km] dm = Q,
which states that aggregate emissions equal the emissions target. Alterna-
tively, taking allocated quotas into consideration, we may state the equilib-
rium condition that firms’ net demand for quotas equals the government’s
net supply, that isZ 1
0
[ρm − am − km − qm] dm = Q−Q0 = ∆Q,
where Q0 =
R 1
0
qmdm denotes the aggregate amount of initially allocated
quotas and ∆Q is net government supply in the quota market.
Stochasticity in the quota price may originate both on the demand and
supply side. On the supply side, the emissions target may be uncertain ex
ante; alternatively, there may be uncertainty (due to imperfect observation)
about the initial quota allocation (this would seem to be a relevant charac-
terisation of the early days of the EU ETS). On the demand side, there may
be uncertainty about demand for the final good, the number of firms (due to
entry and exit), production of the pollutant, as well as costs.
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Our analysis is based on the assumption that firms face risk through prices
only; risk is therefore fully extraneous. This is also true with endogenous
quota price when uncertainty originates from the supply side, that is from
government policy. Demand side uncertainty may also give rise to extraneous
risk, such as in the case of stochastic entry and exit of firms (c.f. Baldursson
and von der Fehr, 2004a). Our analysis is then still valid with endogenous
quota price.
When risk originates from the demand side, however, firms are also likely
to be subject to idiosyncratic, or firm-specific, risk. Eﬀects resulting from
price uncertainty will still be present with idiosyncratic risk. Baldursson and
von der Fehr (2004a) demonstrate that qualitatively similar results may be
obtained in this setting under certain technical conditions. More generally,
results will depend on the interaction between aggregate and idiosyncratic
shocks and their relative magnitudes.
7 Tax Regime
Rather than regulating emissions by a regime of tradable quotas the author-
ities may choose to regulate by tax on emissions. In this section we compare
outcomes under such a system to those analysed above. We limit attention
to the case of extraneous risk.
With a linear tax, t, on emissions firm profits are given by
π = px− c (x, a, y, k)− t [ρ (x)− a− k] .
We retain the assumption that output, x, and abatement, a, are deter-
mined after uncertainty is resolved. First-order conditions for maximising
profits at Stage 4 are
cx + tρ0 = p,
ca = t,
and first-order conditions at Stage 2 are
E [U 0cy] = 0,
E [U 0 [t− ck]] = 0.
First assume the tax is fixed. Then, since cy and ck are deterministic,
firms are not subject to any risk and the outcome is the same as in the risk-
neutral benchmark, where cy = 0 and ck = t, in clear distinction from the
quota regime.
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Consider next the case in which the tax rate is uncertain, ex ante, and
only determined after investment decisions have been made. This case may
be analysed in an analogous way as that of uncertain quota price with the
restriction that q ≡ 0.11 The comparison between tax and quota regimes
now depends on the distribution of the tax rate and quota price, respec-
tively. If the underlying uncertainty is due to unpredictable policy changes,
due, for example, to arrival of new information or changes in political atti-
tudes or regimes,12 then it may perhaps be reasonable to assume that these
distributions are similar.
The comparison between the two types of regimes is therefore dependent
on the origin of uncertainty: if the market itself gives rise to uncertainty then
outcomes under the two regimes are diﬀerent; if it is policy that is the source
of uncertainty then outcomes may be similar.13
8 Conclusion
Market-based environmental regulation may expose market participants to
considerable risk, as demonstrated by the experience of the European Emis-
sions Trading System. Such risk is not only related to the emissions instru-
ment as such, but may also be transmitted through induced changes in other,
related markets. The purpose of this paper is to analyse how decisions on
output and cleaning activities are aﬀected by such types of risk.
By so doing, we have dealt with one of the limitations of our previous
work (Baldursson and von der Fehr, 2004a) where we analysed risk arising
from market-based environmental instruments without taking account of the
production side of firms’ activities. It turns out that endogenising output
decisions does not qualitatively change our previous results. However, the
product market eﬀect mitigates risk exposure for ‘dirty’ firms but exacerbates
risk for ‘clean’ firms (or dirty firms who have been allocated many quotas).
As such, risk arising from environmental instruments has less of an impact
on cleaning activities at dirty firms than when the product market eﬀect is
not present while the opposite is true for relatively clean firms.
11The tax regime could be brought closer to the quota regime by imposing the tax on
emissions over a certain threshold; see Pezzey (2003).
12Baldursson and von der Fehr (2007) study a model where governments with diﬀerent
environmental preferences alternate stochastically.
13Barradale (2008) argues that while uncertainty associated with the federal production
tax credit (PTC) has aﬀected investment in wind power plant in the US, alternative
implementations of the policy to support renewable energy may have higher perceived
reliability.
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By endogenising the production side we have also been able to study the
eﬀect of risk arising from regulation on firms’ product decisions. We have
found that the nature of this eﬀect depends on whether firms are dirty or
clean on average and at the margin, respectively. For example, both dirty
and clean firms underinvest relative to a risk-neutral benchmark if they have
few quotas. However, a dirty firm with suﬃciently large quota holdings will
overinvest.
From a policy point of view our results point to a grandfathering rule for
initial quota allocation. In order to minimise exposure to risk and induce
eﬃcient investment decisions relatively clean firms should be allocated no
quotas while relatively dirty firms should be allocated some quotas but not
suﬃcient to cover emissions in all contingencies. Specifically, there exist
quota allocations such that dirty firms choose either production capacity or
cleaning facilities as if they were not averse to risk. In general, however, these
allocations are diﬀerent for each type of investment. There may therefore be
a tradeoﬀ between productive and environmental eﬃciency.
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